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Studies in Complexity and Cryptography: Miscellanea on the Interplay between Randomness and ComputationSpringer, 2011

	This volume contains a collection of studies in the areas of complexity theory and
	foundations of cryptography. These studies were conducted at different times
	during the last couple of decades. Although many of these studies have been
	referred to by other works, none of them was formally published before.


	Indeed, this volume...
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Space-Time Design of the Public City (Urban and Landscape Perspectives)Springer, 2013

	Time has become an increasingly important topic in urban studies and urban planning. The spatial-temporal interplay is not only of relevance for the theory of urban development and urban politics, but also for urban planning and governance. The space-time approach focuses on the human being with its various habits and routines in the city....
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Biosimulation in Drug DevelopmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007


	Drug development is far from a straightforward endeavor. It starts with the identification

	of a pharmaceutically promising substance, the potential of which is further

	investigated in near-exhausting physiological analyses (Chapter 1). If it is found

	effective, this does not necessarily mean that we know all the molecular...
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Biocomplexity of Plant-Fungal InteractionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Plants interact with a wide variety of organisms in their natural growing environments. Key amongst these relationships is the interplay between plants and diverse fungal species that impact plants in complex symbiotic, parasitic and pathogenic ways. Biocomplexity of Plant-Fungal Interactions explores a broad spectrum of research...
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Neuroimmunology of SleepSpringer, 2007

	This timely work reflects the growing importance of research into the nature of sleep and its medical aspects. One of the first of its kind, this work on the neuroimmunology of sleep provides an introduction to the interplay between these two key and interlinked areas. Written both from a basic and a clinical perspective, the volume is an...
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The Neuropsychiatry of HeadacheCambridge University Press, 2013

	Whilst the vast majority of headaches are minor ailments, some patients develop chronic symptoms that have psychiatric dimensions. These symptoms can be immensely challenging to manage and can have a serious impact on the patient's quality of life. The relationship between headache and psychiatric disease is often rationalized as cause...
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The Industrial Organization of Banking: Bank Behavior, Market Structure, and RegulationSpringer, 2010
The academic literature commonly examines issues relating to bank behavior, market structure, or bank regulation by abstracting from interrelationships among these factors. From a policy perspective, however, these elements of the industrial organization of banking are inextricably linked. The goal of this book is to provide a complete overview,...
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Mastering Go: Create Golang production applications using network libraries, concurrency, and advanced Go data structuresPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Exploring the major features and packages of Go, along with its types and data-structures, enabling the reader to write threadsafe, concurrent cloud, and network applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Not your typical introduction to the Golang programming language
	
			Exploring Golang...
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American Criminal Courts: Legal Process and Social ContextAnderson, 2013

	American Criminal Courts: Legal Process and Social Context provides a complete picture of both the theory and day-to-day reality of criminal courts in the United States. The book begins by exploring how democratic processes affect criminal law, the documents that define law, the organizational structure of courts at the federal...
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IT-Enabled Strategic Management: Increasing Returns for the OrganizationIdea Group Publishing, 2006
We live in an age in which the value of information and knowledge has far surpassed that
of physical goods. Information resources have become a key differentiator of successful
businesses. Information technology (IT) and information systems (IS) are now integrated
in almost every aspect of business, from planning to analysis and...
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New Drug Discovery and DevelopmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A case history approach to drug synthesis and discovery    

    Discover the origins of some of the most popular drug therapies on the market today, including penicillin, Minoxidil, Viagra®, and "the pill." This guide to drug synthesis and discovery focuses on case histories. Organized by drug category, the...
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Discrete Geometry and Optimization (Fields Institute Communications)Springer, 2013

	â€‹Optimization has long been a source of both inspiration and applications for geometers, and conversely, discrete and convex geometry have provided the foundations for many optimization techniques, leading to a rich interplay between these subjects. The purpose of the Workshop on Discrete Geometry, the Conference on Discrete Geometry and...
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